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Meridian. Helping make our communities healthier.
A simple philosophy.  
A powerful commitment.

Few things withstand the test of time like a solid relationship.  

At Raymond James, we take great pride in the fact that the recommendations of our clients are the primary source for new business. It attests to our success in sustaining long-term relationships...ones that not only endure, but also improve with age.
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Harmonious community relationships are what we're all about.
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As a leading manufacturer of power take-offs and fluid power components, Muncie Power Products, Inc. has been serving the truck equipment and other fluid power markets since 1935. Headquartered in Muncie, Indiana, Muncie Power maintains manufacturing and distribution facilities across the country to best support industry professionals.
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Meridian Health Services is a regional, progressive healthcare organization specializing in “whole-person” health integrating physical, mental and social well-being.
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Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. This philosophy offers patients primary medical care, behavioral health and human services all combined in a holistic approach to treatment.

240 N. Tillotson Ave.
765.288.1928
www.MeridianHS.org

Meridian Health Services

Keeping Families healthy and happy!

- Primary medical care
- Obstetrics and gynecology
- Inpatient and outpatient care for seniors
- Pediatric medical and behavioral care
- Psychiatric medical services
- Addictions and substance abuse
- Child Advocacy Center for abused children
- Home and school-based services
- Foster care and adoption
- HIV care coordination
- Intellectual disabilities behavioral care
- Supported housing and employment
- Care coordination and skill-building
Dear Friends of Meridian,

At Meridian Health Services we’re always looking for new partners who have similar missions and add value to our “whole-person” philosophy for our patients.

We found that collaborative nature this year in Delaware County’s BY5 initiative, whose principle goal is to ensure all children are mentally and physically developed by age 5 and are kindergarten-ready.

Our integrated healthcare approach distinguishes our team of medical and behavioral health experts who specialize in making children and families stronger. By treating body and mind together, early screening assessments can help treat developmental delays and better prepare children in their educational goals.

Others see that, too.

Meridian Health Pediatrics was selected by Riley Children’s Foundation and BY5 as one of the select few organizations statewide to be an “Early Evaluation Hub,” a place where children receive testing for developmental delays and signs of autism.

The hubs have reduced Riley’s waitlist for these services from 18 months to just four months, which means we’re getting help to children who need it most, quicker than ever because of this new partnership.

In this issue of CURRENT, we’re able to showcase some of our finest efforts from the last several months.

None of this would be possible without the ongoing support of our corporate champions like First Merchants Bank and Pridemark Construction, featured in this edition. First Merchants has been at our side since we launched the very first Rialzo, Meridian’s grand charity gala. Likewise, be sure to check out the story about our friends at Pridemark Construction who saw a need and filled it at our Brentwood location in Anderson. Pridemark built a pirate ship for children to have as a welcoming, fun activity that helps children with behavioral health needs.

Finally, the beneficiaries of Rialzo and other fundraising events throughout the year are highlighted in this issue of CURRENT, along with our Spirit of Meridian winners, Dr. John Wernert and Alysha Nemore, and other programs that support our primary mission.

All this is possible because of our partnerships that crisscross the state. It is this integrated approach in our mission that strengthens our impact in our local communities. To our readers, as always, thank you for your support.
2015 Community Benefit Summary
Making a Positive Impact on the Communities We Serve

Meridian offers services throughout Indiana with 38 facilities in 10 cities. Delaware County is home to our main campus, the Suzanne Gresham Center, Child Advocacy Center, Meridian Health Pediatrics, MeridianMD, Meridian Women’s Health, and Meridian Senior Health – Behavioral Hospital and Assessment Center.

Meridian serves over 27,600 patients each year. Meridian has grown its market area and expanded services to provide “whole-person” health, integrating care for physical, mental and social well-being.

Meridian has 971 employees in Indiana. Nearly 200 employees are doctors, nurses and medical assistants on our constantly growing medical staff.

Revenue generated was over $99.2 MILLION during fiscal year 2014-15. Over $45.5 million is dedicated for our employees’ salaries and benefits.

Meridian’s community investment in 2014-15 totaled over $38.5 MILLION.

Meridian provides charity and uncompensated care, community education and activities that benefit the community in addition to quality healthcare.

Residents in 39 INDIANA COUNTIES receive health services from Meridian.

Meridian provided 649,492 outpatient visits in the past year. In a recent survey, Meridian patients reported a 95% satisfaction rate with Meridian’s quality of services.

More than 270 SCHOOLS have partnered with Meridian to bring services to students. Over 13,527 children received services from Meridian.

866-306-2647
www.MeridianHS.org

Services We Provide
• Primary family medical care
• Pediatric health and urgent care
• Psychiatric medical services
• Women's health - obstetrics and gynecology
• Senior health - inpatient and outpatient care
• Counseling and therapy
• Children and family supportive programs
• Child Advocacy Center for children affected by abuse
• Addictions and chemical dependency services
• Home, community and school-based services
• Homelessness and independent living support
• HIV care coordination
• Programs for individuals with both intellectual disabilities and mental health challenges
• Care management, skill building and supported employment
• Therapeutic foster care and adoption

Outreach into the community includes advocacy, events and educational opportunities.
Community Outreach

Last year, Meridian provided care to 4,449 individuals who were unable to pay for services which totaled $5 MILLION in charity care.

Outreach into the community includes advocacy, events and educational opportunities.

- **Child Advocacy Center** supports victims of child abuse and has increased the rate of cases accepted for prosecution by 320% since it opened.
- The annual **Gresham Center “FamFest — Health & Fun Fair”** is a free event for families, offering health resources, screenings, education, entertainment and food for several thousand each year.
- The **“Ducky Derby — Race Against Child Abuse”** river duck race has raised over $25,000 for the Child Advocacy Center.
- **FosterHope** helps children in need of foster care, and provides training, resources and financial support to new foster parents.
- Meridian provides **After-Hours Emergency Services** which helped over 3,500 patients with behavioral health emergencies.
- **Suicide Prevention Training** is offered to local organizations with the assistance of Meridian professionals.
- Meridian hosts a **statewide conference** for professionals serving individuals with a dual diagnosis – intellectual and mental health challenges.
- **MeridianMD and Meridian Women’s Health** promoted an awareness campaign and free health screenings for American Heart Month as well as year-long community outreach.
- **Meridian’s Senior Health Behavioral Hospital** helped to substantially reduce Emergency Room readmissions.
- Meridian’s medical staff and employees volunteer to teach **continuing education programs** to healthcare professionals.
- Many Meridian employees are **community volunteers** donating their time and talents to local organizations.
- **Meridian Navigators** work throughout the year to help families enroll in much needed healthcare insurance coverage.

**Services We Provide**
- Primary family medical care
- Pediatric health and urgent care
- Psychiatric medical services
- Women’s health - obstetrics and gynecology
- Senior health - inpatient and outpatient care
- Counseling and therapy
- Children and family supportive programs
- Child Advocacy Center for children affected by abuse
- Addictions and chemical dependency services
- Home, community and school-based services
- Homelessness and independent living support
- HIV care coordination
- Programs for individuals with both intellectual disabilities and mental health challenges
- Care management, skill building and supported employment
- Therapeutic foster care and adoption

**Meridian HEALTH Services**
Physical, Mental, Social Well-Being.
866-306-2647
www.MeridianHS.org
Meridian Health Services is a progressive healthcare organization specializing in “whole-person” health integrating physical, mental and social well-being.
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Jay County’s Vicki Tague: Meridian on cutting edge

For Vicki Tague, a longtime Jay County business executive and Meridian Health Services board member, the secret to the success of Meridian Health Services is largely due to the approach of the board of directors and the management team. They are setting the trends in healthcare and are the ones on the cutting edge, setting the pace for others.

“Throughout my career I have served on many boards of not-for-profit organizations. I can honestly say that serving on the Meridian board is one of the most gratifying experiences I have had,” said Tague, one of Jay County’s standout leaders. She is now serving her third term on the board of directors for Meridian Health Services.

Now retired, Tague first learned about Meridian Health Services while serving as the executive director of the Jay County Chamber of Commerce. “I learned of the services they provided and ways in which they were meeting the needs of the residents of Jay County,” she said. “Meridian’s recent collaboration with Jay County Hospital has also helped enhance the services offered here to give better access to integrated care.”

Meridian has two facilities now, one in Portland and the new MeridianMD at Dunkirk which is in partnership with Jay County Hospital. This has made it possible for people living in the county to get physical and mental health services all in one building without leaving the community.

Tague is “an ambassador for Meridian Health and is an integral part of the team making strategic decisions about services provided and planned growth,” said Meridian’s President and CEO, Hank Milius.

“Vicki gives her heart and soul to the board,” Milius said. “She’s so well connected in the region and helps us raise awareness of the services we provide. She’s a delight to work with.”

It was Meridian’s integrated approach to healthcare that is the most appealing to Tague. “The whole-person health philosophy, which ties together physical, mental and social well-being, improves the lives of all patients, ranging from children to senior citizens.

“The diversity of the board members is outstanding,” Tague said. “The expertise each member brings to the table is exceptional.”

What’s she most proud of? There are several things, including integrated care and the work done at the Suzanne Gresham Center.

“The Suzanne Gresham Center is a gem in the Meridian crown of services,” Tague said. The center, which provides support for families, also houses the Child Advocacy Center. “The Center is a wonderful environment for children who may have experienced abuse. At the CAC, these young people are surrounded and protected by professionals who are advocates for their well-being. Over my years on the board, I have seen Meridian grow and expand. They have become the model for integrated healthcare and I am proud to be affiliated with the organization.”
Al Rent is in his second tour of duty on the Board of Directors for Meridian Health Services, and there are few who have had more of an impact on how Meridian is perceived today.
HE HAS HAD A HAND IN MERIDIAN’S NAME, in its “whole-person” health philosophy, and in its emergence as a family-focused, medical community. He’s been instrumental in the organization’s strategy, communications and events, from Rialzo to the Holidays at Gresham. He originally joined the board in 2002.

Rent, who just last fall was named Executive Director and General Manager for Ball State University’s Public Broadcasting Operations, joined Meridian again in 2011 after sitting out for one year, and in 2014 was named Chairman of the Board. He also served as chairman from 2005 to 2008 when he was on the board from 2002 to 2010.

"Al Rent is the kind of board member who goes all in," said President and CEO Hank Milius. "He’s a remarkable contributor and a tireless community steward."

For Rent, it’s been intentional. He’s a sought-after community advocate for not-for-profit boards. These days, he’s also chairman of the board for Minnetrista Board of Trustees and serves on the Muncie Symphony Board of Trustees. He’s also on the Greater Area Council on Youth Leadership Board and the Martin Luther King Jr. Dream Team.

Rent, the namesake for The Muncie-Delaware County Chamber of Commerce “Al Rent Spirit of Muncie” award, brushes off any credit for helping to shape Meridian. Instead, he points to the Meridian staff as the reason Meridian is held in such high regard locally and industry wide.

“I’ve been very picky about the things I participate in,” he said. "It needs to have impact."

Recent health system accreditation visits to Meridian would indicate there is impact. “We’re one of a kind,” he said. “We’re setting the bar for evaluating organizations like us. We are establishing the best practices.”

Meridian provides medical services that cross spectrums, from physical needs to mental health to social well-being. The philosophy of whole-person health is what makes Meridian unique and is what makes Al Rent a believer.

"Meridian has found a way to provide medical services from a behavioral side, from a physical side, a social side and combine all those elements into services for patients and in multiple communities,” he said. “I find that highly unique in today’s delivery of medical services.”

His return to public broadcasting was a return to his roots. Following graduation from Ball State in 1967, Rent joined the university’s Public Information Services as coordinator of radio and television news. He left in 1970 to work in public relations and advertising, and returned to the university in 1993 as assistant to the vice president for advancement and director of marketing.

Rent has earned accolades from the community including Outstanding Achievement in Communications Award from the United Way of America and United Way of Indiana, and Volunteer of the Year in 2002 by the United Way of Indiana.

His professional broadcasting career has had a long history in the Muncie community including vice president and co-owner of WLBC/WXFN, host of WLBC Morning Show for eight years, play-by-play for more than 120 televised Ball State college basketball games on WIPB, host of more than 350 public affairs television shows for WIPB, host for WIPB Telesale and on-air spokesperson for pledge drives for Indiana Public Radio.

He also co-founded the Chamber’s Muncie on the Move breakfast series, which he has hosted for 30 years and was a founding board member of Huffer Memorial Children’s Center.

“Al has made such a lasting impact on Meridian and has touched so many areas of our growth and awareness in the community. We are so fortunate to have him on our board and a true friend of Meridian,” Milius concluded.
Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. Meridian Senior Health introduces a new specialty medical program for seniors offering both inpatient and outpatient care for physical, mental and social well-being.

Keeping Seniors healthy and happy!

Meridian Senior Health Locations:
BEHAVIORAL HOSPITAL
(Located at IU Health Ball Memorial Hospital)
2401 W. University Avenue
765. 747. 3281

OUTPATIENT ASSESSMENT CENTER
100 N. Tillotson Ave.
765. 587. 0183
www.MeridianHS.org

› Specialized integrated healthcare for seniors
› Outpatient clinic for health assessments
› Inpatient behavioral hospital care
› Complete medical, psychiatric and social evaluations
› Alzheimer’s and dementia evaluations
› Medication evaluation and adjustment
› 24-hour admissions and nursing care
› New patients welcome
Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. Meridian Senior Health introduces a new specialty medical program for seniors offering both inpatient and outpatient care for physical, mental and social well-being.

Keeping Seniors healthy and happy!
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Inpatient behavioral hospital care
Complete medical, psychiatric and social evaluations
Alzheimer’s and dementia evaluations
Medication evaluation and adjustment
24-hour admissions and nursing care
New patients welcome
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It’s exciting to be a part of something that is changing and growing!

A lot has happened in three years, both in Muncie and with our Radio Stations.

Our Vision
We use our voice to build our community

Our Stations
- WLBC (104.1)  -  WERK (104.9)  -  WBKQ (96.7)  -  WMXQ (93.5)
- WHBU (1240 & 103.7)  -  WXFN (1340 & 102.9)

Radio Audiences
These stations collectively reach more people than any other media organization in our area. The latest published research from Nielsen says Radio’s ability to touch more people today than any other medium is more than 93% each week! That’s right, radio reaches more people than TV, newspaper, and even YouTube!

The Muncie Journal
Every day, there are positive stories and economic development taking place in our region. We’re currently telling those stories in the Muncie Journal. You will find it on-line: MuncieJournal.com
We are determined and committed to spread the news of what’s taking place here and talk openly about why our future is brighter today than it was yesterday. We believe in the future here and are proud to operate our business here.

Woof Boom Radio - Locally Owned and Operated
Woof Boom Radio is a company in its infancy, even though many of our employees have been with these stations for more than 20 years. We are blessed for many reasons, but most importantly we are fortunate to work with people that share our vision. As the only locally owned and operated media group, we are proud to serve our community.
We use our voice to build our community. It’s exciting to be a part of something that is changing and growing!
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Radio Audiences
These stations collectively reach more people than any other media organization in our area.

The latest published research from Nielsen says Radio’s ability to touch more people today than any other medium is more than 93% each week! That’s right, radio reaches more people than TV, newspaper, and even YouTube!

The Muncie Journal
Every day, there are positive stories and economic development taking place in our region. We’re currently telling those stories in the Muncie Journal. You will find it on-line: MuncieJournal.com

We are determined and committed to spread the news of what’s taking place here and talk openly about why our future is brighter today than it was yesterday. We believe in the future here and are proud to operate our business here.

Woof Boom Radio - Locally Owned and Operated
Woof Boom Radio is a company in its infancy, even though many of our employees have been with these stations for more than 20 years. We are blessed for many reasons, but most importantly we are fortunate to work with people that share our vision.

As the only locally owned and operated media group, we are proud to serve our community.

JAY-CREW
BUILDING LASTING IMPRESSIONS

Jay-Crew provides professional Landscaping, Lawn Care, Irrigation, and year round Maintenance Services to keep your business looking its best.

Jay-Crew is proud to support Meridian Health Services.

jaycrew.com
Every horizon upon being reached, reveals another beckoning in the distance. Always, [we are] on the threshold.

W. Eugene Smith
Strategies to avoid triggers during the allergy season

IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR, AGAIN: Allergy season.

Allergies are very common. At least 1 in 5 Americans has one. Allergy symptoms include itchy eyes and skin, sneezing, nasal congestion, wheezing, and rash.

“An allergy is what happens when your immune system reacts to something that’s usually harmless,” says Dr. Murat Gonulalan of MeridianMD. “Seasonal allergies usually result from grass, weeds, tree pollen, or molds.

“It’s important for you to know your triggers,” Dr. Gonulalan says. “You may think you know that pollen is causing your suffering, but other substances may be involved as well. More than two-thirds of spring allergy sufferers actually have year-round symptoms. We want to help you find the source of your suffering and stop it, not just treat the symptoms.”

Dr. Gonulalan recommends some specific strategies to avoid your triggers:

● Monitor pollen and mold counts. Weather reports usually include this information during allergy seasons.
● Keep windows and doors shut at home and in your car during allergy season.
● Stay inside midday and during the afternoon, when pollen counts are highest.
● Take a shower, wash your hair and change your clothes after you’ve been working or playing outdoors.
● Wear a NIOSH-rated 95 filter mask when mowing the lawn or doing other chores outdoors, and take appropriate medication beforehand.

“In many cases, we recommend one or more medications to control symptoms,” Dr. Gonulalan says. “Some drugs are available without a prescription (over the counter); others, including some nose drops, require a prescription. If you have a history of prior seasonal problems, it’s best to start taking medications to alleviate symptoms two weeks before they are expected to begin.”

One of the most effective ways to treat seasonal allergies linked to pollen is immunotherapy (allergy shots). These injections expose you over time to gradual increments of your allergen, so your body learns to tolerate it rather than reacting with sneezing, a stuffy nose or itchy, watery eyes.

Keeping You healthy and happy!

Dr. Murat Gonulalan practices internal medicine at MeridianMD in Muncie.

Learn more: www.meridianhs.org/Physical/MeridianMD
Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. Meridian’s partnership with IU Health Riley Physicians offers parents convenience and exceptional, quality care in one location for physical, mental and social well-being.

- Comprehensive pediatric care
- Prime-Time urgent care
- Well-baby/child check-ups
- Physical exams
- Child psychiatry & behavioral care
- Rehabilitation services
- Immunizations and vaccines
- Illness visits
- Allergy & asthma care
- Referrals and collaboration with specialists
- New patients welcome

Keeping Kids healthy and happy!

A New Name, Partnership and Services

Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. Meridian’s partnership with IU Health Riley Physicians offers parents convenience and exceptional, quality care in one location for physical, mental and social well-being.

Pediatric Medical Care
765. 288. 1995

Prime-Time Pediatrics
765. 281. 4599

205 N. Tillotson Ave. | www.MeridianHS.org
Meridian’s
Early Evaluation Hub helps diagnose autism in children sooner

Meridian Health Services has joined a growing local movement promoting early childhood education that strives to do no less than change the course of a generation. BY5 is an organization dedicated to improving opportunities for children ages 0-5 to reach their full developmental potential. BY5 works with partners across the community to achieve its principle goal – ensuring all children are kindergarten-ready by 2020.

Meridian Health Services was selected as one of just a handful of organizations statewide to be an “Early Evaluation Hub,” a place where children receive testing for developmental delays and signs of autism. Indiana’s average age of autism diagnosis is 5.3 years, well over the state goal of 36 months by 2020. To address the issue, the Indiana State Department of Health and Riley Children’s Foundation established early Evaluation Hubs throughout the state, allowing for diagnostic service for children 18-42 months in the child’s home county.

Early Evaluation Hub Helps Diagnose Autism in Children Sooner

Meridian is one of only a few state sites designated by Riley as an Early Evaluation Hub for autism.

Promoting Early Childhood Care. Meridian Health Pediatrics is now the Early Evaluation Hub for East Central Indiana, alleviating a wait list that was once 18 months. Above and top, Dr. Bianca Maya works with a patient.
The hubs have reduced Riley’s waitlist for these services from 18 months to just four and are getting help to children who need it quicker than ever.

“By age 5, most children’s skills are already developed,” says Carrie Bale, Executive Director for BY5, an organization that ties the community’s ability to teach and train young minds with its ability to flourish economically.

“We discovered only 10 percent of children were getting developmental screenings before kindergarten,” said Bale. “We want universal, developmental screenings for all children. We started a task force and looked at how to start a grassroots effort. As we started the dialogue, someone approached us and told us that there was something happening at Riley that sounded like what we wanted to do. They were elated to hear from us and have Meridian as a lead group.”

Nine months after talks were initiated, Meridian Health Pediatrics is now the hub for East Central Indiana, alleviating what once was a waitlist of 18 months for Riley.

Amelia Clark, Meridian’s Vice President for Community Health, said, “Meridian is a natural fit. Riley uses ‘evidence-based diagnostic assessments’ that determine a range of age-appropriate cues, including verbal and behavioral recognition, as well as issues that are identified on the autism spectrum.”

“Like any other condition, the earlier you know, the better off you are,” Clark continued. “Just like diabetes, you have to figure out your lifestyle and how to live with this diagnosis. If I were a young mom without resources, I may not recognize the clues without this diagnostic assistance.”

Healthy children have a direct relationship to a healthy local economy.

“I view this on a larger scale,” said Bale. “This is an investment in human capital. It is an investment in the people who will be working in these businesses.”

What’s all this have to do with economic development? Turns out: everything!

“If there are good things happening in a community, business wants to be there,” Bale points out. “It is a shift. It used to be, you picked up your family and migrated to where the jobs and good businesses are. Now, businesses want to go where good things are happening. They come to you.”

Because 90% of brain development happens by age 5, communities who best prepare their children for kindergarten are the ones who thrive economically as well.
At Ashcraft Jewelers, we believe that a stronger, healthier community benefits everyone.

Meridian’s “whole-person” health concept is making our community a better place to be.

We are proud supporters of Meridian and Rialzo!

Well done, Meridian.

And thank you!
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1 in 4 women dies from heart disease. In fact, coronary heart disease (CHD) — the most common type of heart disease — is the #1 killer of women in the United States.

Dr. Denise Reeves, OB/GYN at Meridian Women’s Health, says that there are several risk factors that are out of women’s control. “We can’t do anything to counteract age, family history and ethnicity, which contribute to the rate of heart disease in women.”

“But there are steps women can take to lower heart disease risk,” Dr. Reeves says. “Lifestyle changes can lower risk considerably.”

CIGARETTE SMOKING: About half of all heart attacks in women are because of smoking! “Simply put: Don’t start,” Dr. Reeves says. “If you smoke, quit now.” Meridian Health Services’ tobacco cessation program can help make this important change.

OBESITY: The more overweight you are, the higher your risk of heart disease. This is true even if you have no other risk factors. “Proper diet and exercise is key,” Dr. Reeves says. “Losing weight is difficult and women should consult with their doctors to develop a plan that really works for them.”

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION: Heavy drinking can cause many heart-related problems, but moderate drinkers are less likely to develop heart disease than people who drink heavily or don’t drink at all. “What does ‘moderate drinking’ mean? For women, that means no more than one drink a day,” Dr. Reeves says. “Talk to your doctor to help you decide if the heart benefits of moderate drinking outweigh the risks.”

SLEEP APNEA: Do you snore? Loud snoring can be a sign of sleep apnea, a sleep disorder that can raise your chances of having a heart attack. “If you snore heavily, see your physician,” Dr. Reeves says. “Sleep tests can be conducted to determine the best course of action.”

LACK OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: Like being overweight, lack of physical activity raises your heart disease risk even if you have no other risk factors. “So pick an activity you like,” Dr. Reeves says. “And do it often.”
Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. Our practice of female physicians offers a “Women Caring for Women” philosophy that assures our team of professionals make every effort to exceed expectations for comfort and quality care.

NEW LOCATION:
100 N. Tillotson Ave.
765.286.2000
www.MeridianHS.org

Keeping Women healthy and happy!

Women Caring for Women

Gynecological care
Comprehensive & high-risk pregnancy care
Detailed ultrasounds
Infertility diagnosis, treatment, and counseling
Disease and surgery
Contraceptive counseling and sterilization
DaVinci (Robotic) Surgery
In-office Surgery
Same physicians throughout pregnancy & delivery
New patients welcome
my place to __________.

The area's premier golf facility. Thoroughly remodeled clubhouse. Outstanding new menu. Revitalized event schedule. Upgraded banquet rooms and services. Sparkling pool.

Delaware Country Club invites you to experience a welcoming place for family and friends, an excellent place to do business, and a special place for your special events. Join today.
First Merchants and Meridian a ‘good fit’

This was not the typical afternoon of a bank executive. Karen Karmolinski, former Regional President of First Merchants Bank, was dressed in bright orange coveralls, eyes hidden behind dark sunglasses, rocking out to a Van Halen tune on her guitar.

Well, sort of. Karmolinski, surrounded by several of her co-workers at First Merchants, was lip-syncing an ’80s hair band anthem for a video that would be shown during Meridian’s seventh annual Rialzo charity fundraiser gala.

“Anything for Meridian,” she said with a smile after the shoot. “Even if it means looking ridiculous in a music video.”

The partnership between First Merchants and Meridian goes way back. “We have been involved with the board for several years and have been the title sponsor of Rialzo since it began,” she said.

Karmolinski came on board at First Merchants in early 2013 and strengthened that relationship with Meridian almost immediately. She reached out to Meridian President/CEO, Hank Milius, personally about helping out at the Suzanne Gresham Center. “I worked with a similar organization in Florida, one that served foster children,” she said. “When I heard about the Gresham Center, I knew I had to be involved.”

She now serves as the Chair of the Development Council at Meridian, helping to raise funds for the organization and projects such as the playground at Gresham. “First Merchants and Meridian are a good fit. Both are very community-minded,” Karmolinski said.

“Meridian is all about ‘whole-person’ health, trying to improve the overall health of the community, whether it’s substance abuse, women’s care, counseling, or pediatrics,” she said. “At First Merchants, we are trying to promote financial literacy, financial health. For some families, the financial literacy is not present and it ends up causing families stress or even the loss of a home. We believe that is an important part of whole-person health.”

First Merchants has been serving Delaware County communities and beyond for more than 120 years. Today, First Merchants has more than 100 banking locations in 27 Indiana counties, as well as two in both Illinois and Ohio, according to Karen Evens, Marketing Director for First Merchants. There are 540 First Merchants employees in Delaware County alone.

Employees at First Merchants are encouraged to spend a certain number of days each year volunteering in the community. Many of those employees volunteer with Meridian – at Fam Fest, Ducky Derby and Holidays at Gresham.

“Many of them choose to do that at Meridian,” she said. “That’s good for the health of our employees.”

Which, in turn, is good for the overall health of a community.

“In order for any community to be healthy, you have to have leadership organizations that are not afraid to step up and play a lead role in looking at whatever the needs of the community are,” Karmolinski said. “Meridian has been very proactive in looking at the needs and the changes in healthcare and finding a novel way to bring it all together to make sure that all communities are served. You can’t just sit back. You have to find out what needs to be done and do it.”

Just another thing First Merchants and Meridian have in common.
Building a Strong Community Together
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Pridemark
CONSTRUCTION

Building From a Solid Foundation

Pridemark is proud to partner with organizations like Meridian Health Services. They are a reflection of our community’s character, just as every construction project we complete is a reflection of our own. We do not put our signature on any project that doesn’t first meet our own standards of quality and excellence.

Pridemark Construction is a proud corporate sponsor of Meridian Health Services.
Pridemark constructs projects, partnership

As Meridian Health Services renovates 6,838 square feet of space located inside its Brentwood location in Anderson, Pridemark Construction and its owner, Mike Tschuor, will make absolutely sure that it’s in ship shape.

A pirate ship – shape – that is. At this location, designed to meet behavior health needs of children and families, an aquatic theme welcomes clients with textured blue carpet that resembles rushing water and ocean waves. Other floors are covered in vinyl plank material and walls are finished with pebble backsplashes. But the most remarkable feature, without a doubt, is a pirate ship play structure nestled neatly in a corner of the lobby, designed by Pridemark’s architect, crafted by Pridemark’s builders, and gifted to Meridian Health Services by Pridemark’s owner.

Through Pridemark, Tschuor has been working alongside Meridian on renovations and total build projects for about 5 years, according to Brenda Irelan, Facilities Director at Meridian Health Services. She has been in her position for about 15 years, and has worked with Tschuor on many projects.

“Mike is very thorough in what he does,” Irelan said. “He’s very customer-service friendly. He is very good about seeing things that you may not see. He’s very honest. He involves himself from the beginning to the end on projects. If you have an issue or any problems, he is right on it.”

“We’ll do anything and everything,” Pridemark’s Interior Designer Megan Kubick explained. “We don’t do a whole lot of residential, though. We are a union company. We do retail spaces, office, corporate, healthcare obviously, concrete work and sidewalks.”

“We’ve even been involved in the expansion of the Horizon Convention Center and its corridor connecting it to the Courtyard by Marriott hotel in Muncie,” she said.

Kubick, specifically, has been instrumental in the interior design, project management and finishes at the Brentwood location.

“It’s very different in that it has a theme,” she said. “One of the things that we discussed with Meridian was how literal they wanted to go with the theme. And then we created the ship, which is very unique. But we’ve done some other facilities that involve kids, and it’s always fun to use the bright colors and do something different.”

And about Tschuor, Kubick said, “Mike is just a great guy who is willing to help anyone. He always does what he can for Meridian to help them help their patients.”

Irelan has just one word to describe working with Tschuor and Pridemark: “Fabulous.”

Tschuor is a Muncie native and has been in the construction business for a total of 40 years. His work with Meridian Health Services goes back an additional four years through the Gale Tschuor Company.

“The Brentwood location and pirate ship came about as a collaboration between Meridian and Pridemark’s design team of Megan Kubick, Courtney Bell and Cynthia Hunter,” Tschuor said. But regarding the gift of the pirate ship itself: “Pridemark has a great partnership with Meridian and has been involved with all their events, and as an extension we wanted to do this as a way to show our thanks for all that Meridian does for the communities they serve,” he said.

The play structure includes port holes that have mirrors in them, according to Kubick, along with activity boards and a ship steering wheel that kids will be able to move around and play with.

“It will keep kids entertained until they go visit their therapist,” she said.

Pridemark Construction is currently working on several other projects for Meridian, including recent renovations to their Winchester and Connersville offices, and at the Tillotson Avenue campus in Muncie.

Pridemark also works closely with the Youth Opportunity Center, Boys & Girls Club, Habitat for Humanity, Animal Rescue Fund (ARF), First Choice for Women, and Second Harvest Food Bank, said Tschuor, “because all the great impact that these organizations do for our community.”

Tschuor has a giving heart for his community. He’s also on the Board of Directors for several service organizations, including Blood & Fire, Inside Out, Animal Rescue Fund (ARF) and the Back to School Teachers Store.
Meridian Health Services is dedicated to providing integrated “whole-person” health. MeridianMD specializes in primary medical care combined with behavioral health offering patients a medical home to help achieve the best possible outcomes for health and convenience.

- Primary medical care
- Internal medicine
- Disease management
- Illness visits
- Personal health coaching
- Behavioral care
- Physicals & wellness assessments
- Flu shots/immunizations/vaccines
- Smoking cessation
- New patients welcome

100 N. Tillotson Ave.
765.288.8770
www.MeridianHS.org

Same-Day Appointments & Walk-Ins Welcome

Keeping You healthy and happy!
Comprehensive services pave way to whole health

THE NUMBERS TELL A REMARKABLE STORY.
A patient’s cholesterol that was off the charts dropped to 178. Triglycerides went from a very high 655 to 82. Blood pressure, from 138/98 to 110/80. Weight down by 70 pounds. Waist size, reduced by 14 inches.

But that’s only part of Jim Reinhart’s story over the past two years of treatment at MeridianMD. A “whole-person” approach to health care tells the rest of the story — how a team medical approach and lifestyle changes were key to bringing about that change in numbers.

“The main reason why I came to Meridian was because the health services were more comprehensive than anywhere else,” he said, adding that he needed guidance for both physical and mental health.

When Jim first came to MeridianMD in December of 2013, he was struggling with the side effects of previous treatments for bipolar disorder. He was on mood-stabilizing medications that contributed to problems with his thyroid, weight gain and clouded thinking. “The mental problems led to physical problems, and that fell through the cracks when I was seeing multiple doctors in various practices,” he said.

Along with smoking, bad eating habits and occasional waves of depression, Jim says he felt like he was “kind of out of control.” At Meridian, his initial cholesterol readings for LDL were so high, they couldn’t be read. He thinks they were close to 400. “I had fat going through my veins, essentially,” he said. When his weight reached 276, he said he thought to himself, “My gosh, I’m going to make it to 300.” He was determined to change but depression sometimes made it difficult for him to deal with his behaviors.

Fortunately, with Meridian’s whole-person approach to patient care, Jim was able to find everything he needed to start turning his health around. For his depression, he is seeing Dr. Hector Diez Caballero, a Meridian Health psychiatrist. For the high cholesterol, his primary care doctor is Dr. Murat Gonulalan at MeridianMD. “The doctors have been very good and really helped me,” he said.

With Dr. Diez, Jim’s been able to wean off of certain medications and reduce the dosages of others, thus reducing harmful side effects. What he likes most about Dr. Diez is that he listens. “A lot of people dispense medication based on what they read. He’s gone past that. He’s more involved with the person rather than the medication.”

With Dr. Gonulalan, a treatment plan has been devised that consists of a healthy diet, exercise, vitamins and fish oils along with medication for the high cholesterol.

“We set goals for the numbers we wanted to reach,” said Dr. Gonulalan, “and he saw a health coach who talked with him in general about what to eat and what not to eat, someone who could work with him on a one-to-one basis.”

A Meridian health coach, assigned to Jim’s case, was among a group of specially trained health care workers who help figure out the lifestyle changes that are needed for a particular situation then follow up to make sure that the patient is being active in their own healthcare.

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENTS. Jim Reinhart has made remarkable health improvements during the past two years, with guidance from MeridianMD.

One of the biggest challenges, Jim said, was “to get into the rhythm of exercise and the diet and basically acquiring a whole new taste for food.” That meant reducing his sugar and fat intakes, especially red meats and butter. “One stick of butter every couple of days became one every few weeks, so that was a big change.” He has also learned to substitute lots of fresh food, and even has his own garden with various vegetables and berry plants. “And I’m going to add a few fruit trees this year.”

The patient educator also helped him develop an exercise program that was especially suited for him, combining cardiovascular activity with weight training. He now attends a gym four to six times a week, and has found the routine has been as beneficial for him mentally as it has physically. When he’s working out, he said, “I can take a break from my brain. I get a little bit of peace. It gets your focus off of problems, to where I’m much more functional now than when I started.”

Another part of his treatment was to eliminate his tobacco use. While Meridian does offer smoking cessation programs, Jim found that seeing his vital statistics was enough motivation for him to stop smoking on his own. “My heart rate, my blood pressure and my cholesterol were all telling me that I wasn’t doing my job,” he recalled. “So I just quit cold turkey.”

Although Jim’s road to recovery has not always been smooth, Dr. Gonulalan is impressed with how far he’s come over the past two years. “During the last year especially, it’s been constantly getting better,” Dr. Gonulalan said. “We had some fluctuations before that, but now it’s much better.” He expects that within the next year, all of the numbers should be in the ideal normal range that has been the goal. “Every six months or so, we keep checking his levels and so far, he’s much improved. Together with the psychiatry, the therapy, he’s doing well.”

Jim also credits his Meridian counselor as a big help in his care. “He pointed me in the right direction, kept things positive,” he said.

The Meridian medical approach, Jim says, is truly a complete one. “It’s not just one person treating you, it’s a whole team caring for you. Everything is organized around the whole person and your whole health. They give you real information and facts, and continue care even outside the medical office, which helps quite a bit too.”

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENTS. Jim Reinhart has made remarkable health improvements during the past two years, with guidance from MeridianMD.

One of the biggest challenges, Jim said, was “to get into the rhythm of exercise and the diet and basically acquiring a whole new taste for food.” That meant reducing his sugar and fat intakes, especially red meats and butter. “One stick of butter every couple of days became one every few weeks, so that was a big change.” He has also learned to substitute lots of fresh food, and even has his own garden with various vegetables and berry plants. “And I’m going to add a few fruit trees this year.”

The patient educator also helped him develop an exercise program that was especially suited for him, combining cardiovascular activity with weight training. He now attends a gym four to six times a week, and has found the routine has been as beneficial for him mentally as it has physically. When he’s working out, he said, “I can take a break from my brain. I get a little bit of peace. It gets your focus off of problems, to where I’m much more functional now than when I started.”

Another part of his treatment was to eliminate his tobacco use. While Meridian does offer smoking cessation programs, Jim found that seeing his vital statistics was enough motivation for him to stop smoking on his own. “My heart rate, my blood pressure and my cholesterol were all telling me that I wasn’t doing my job,” he recalled. “So I just quit cold turkey.”

Although Jim’s road to recovery has not always been smooth, Dr. Gonulalan is impressed with how far he’s come over the past two years. “During the last year especially, it’s been constantly getting better,” Dr. Gonulalan said. “We had some fluctuations before that, but now it’s much better.” He expects that within the next year, all of the numbers should be in the ideal normal range that has been the goal. “Every six months or so, we keep checking his levels and so far, he’s much improved. Together with the psychiatry, the therapy, he’s doing well.”

Jim also credits his Meridian counselor as a big help in his care. “He pointed me in the right direction, kept things positive,” he said.

The Meridian medical approach, Jim says, is truly a complete one. “It’s not just one person treating you, it’s a whole team caring for you. Everything is organized around the whole person and your whole health. They give you real information and facts, and continue care even outside the medical office, which helps quite a bit too.”
Building a better tomorrow

3D Company, Inc. is a Heavy Highway, Civil Earthwork and General Contractor. We construct and engineer solutions for a variety of problems our customers face on a day-to-day basis. Our experience level and diversity makes us uniquely qualified to make a real difference for our customers, and the community.

Proud to partner with Meridian Health Services and Rialzo!

At Willowbrook Interiors, we want you to be the NV of your friends and neighbors.

765.747.1118
Dr. Akira Barhams, a native Hoosier, is one of Meridian’s newest family practice physicians who joined this past winter. She grew up in South Bend and received an undergraduate degree from Indiana University-Bloomington and a medical degree from Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Before joining the Meridian team, she had a family practice for five years in Kokomo.

Why I chose Meridian:
I like their concept of addressing whole-person health. They pay attention to mental health and offer lots of support for patients, including social work. Sometimes a person’s health is poor because of different stresses in life. A lot of patients have trouble meeting economic needs, like food or shelter. In addition, poor family support can contribute to anxiety or depression, which can also lead to poor attention to one’s medical health. There’s a synergy in the office. Everybody here wants to help patients. There’s a commitment to treating both medical health and mental health.

Diabetes a major health issue
Diabetes is a major problem, and it’s on the rise across the United States. Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disease resulting from problems with insulin secretion from the pancreas, the action of insulin on the tissues, or both. Since insulin is needed to lower blood sugar levels, diabetes mellitus is diagnosed when blood sugars are persistently elevated. Some complications include blindness, nerve damage (patients feel numbness, burning or pain), kidney failure, vascular disease (including heart attacks, strokes and peripheral vascular disease) and poor wound healing, which can lead to amputations, especially of the lower extremities. It crosses all economic levels, and it can affect people of any age. We see a lot of children, and it’s dangerous at all ages. Studies show the longer you have it, the more you are at risk of getting complications.

Diabetes solutions
It shouldn’t be about taking a pill. I always tell people to make lifestyle changes. Start with the diet, because food directly affects sugar levels. People need to move away from high-fat foods, high-fat dairy, red meat, sweet beverages and desserts. Think more about a Mediterranean diet, which focuses primarily on plant-based foods, such as fruits and vegetables, whole grains, legumes and nuts. The other big thing I advocate is exercise, which lowers the blood sugar levels. If people can lose excess fat, it will decrease their insulin resistance. I recommend 30 to 45 minutes a day — or ideally an hour — most days of the week, at a moderate intensity. It’s more than just being out walking or strolling. You need to get the heart rate up. You shouldn’t feel comfortable enough to be able to carry on a conversation on the phone without getting winded. You don’t have to go to a gym or buy expensive equipment. There are many exercises you can do at home.

Diabetes factors
A lot of it has to do with lifestyle. Diet and exercise are major issues. For the most part, I don’t think people are very health conscious. Statistics show that this is especially true in Indiana. In the past, many people were farmers who worked in the fields and labored for their food. Now everything is just about convenience. Unhealthy foods are often cheaper than healthier foods. Fast food is everywhere and easily accessible. Obesity is a major risk factor. Too much adipose tissue (fat), especially abdominal fat, leads to insulin resistance. The risk is increased even more in women. Family history also can play a role. Having just one first-degree relative with diabetes mellitus II increases a person’s risk of getting diabetes by two- to three-fold. Some ethnic groups have an increased chance of developing the disease. According to scientific research, diabetes has a 7.6 percent prevalence in Caucasians, 9 percent in Asians, 12.8 percent in Hispanics, 13.2 percent in African Americans and 15.9 percent in American Indians and Alaskans.

Encouraging healthy changes among patients
I’m proud of being able to make relationships with my patients. You have to gain a sense of trust. Sometimes people are reluctant to do certain things until they feel like you care for them. For some patients, trust happens right away. Others may be more skeptical of doctors and it can take several visits. Some patients are very resistant at first to do anything I tell them, but over time, they start to understand. Meridian has done a great job of instilling whole-health practices and encouraging integration in treatment plans to have patients gain success.
In 2015, Star Press Media Group:

...gave more than $15,000 to the Cardinal Greenway from proceeds of the Walk Indiana program.

...along with Outfitters, gave more than $10,000 to the IU Health BMH Cancer Center from In the Pink month.

...gave more than $12,900 for Star Press Children’s Charities which gives grants to community groups.

...donated more than $250,000 in advertising, sponsored programs and charitable giving.

...employees volunteered countless hours to clean, paint and landscape the ARF property.

...collected over 2,700 pounds of pet food for ARF, and the Gannett Foundation gave ARF a donation of $5,000

Informing, connecting and leading communities in East Central Indiana for over 100 years.
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MidWest Homes for Pets, a division of Mid-West Metal Products, is proud to be a sponsor of Meridan Health Services and Rialzo VII.
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ALEXANDER KNAPP founded his “plumber, steam and gas fitter” company on the belief that customer satisfaction is key to being successful. That was in 1874.

Today, almost 150 years later, his company is thriving because of that focus on service.

KNAPP SUPPLY serves professional tradesmen, contractors, remodelers and homeowners with only the best in customer service.

That’s the key to their long history and the best promise for another 140 successful years.

SINCE 1874

knapp

SUPPLY

PLUMBING • KITCHENS • INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

420 S. Ohio Avenue, Muncie, Indiana 47302
765-288-1893 | 800-475-6277

www.knappsupply.com

Knapp Supply is a proud supporter of

MERIDIAN HEALTH Services

Thank you, Meridian, for all you do to make our community healthier!
Meridian Dunkirk & New Castle facilities strive to provide healthcare for all

ACCORDING TO A RECENT STUDY BY THE NATIONAL Rural Health Association, nearly one-fourth of the United States population lives in rural areas — but only about 10 percent of physicians practice in non-urban communities.

With facilities in Dunkirk and New Castle, Meridian Health Services is helping to address a national health crisis affecting generations of families who have difficulty obtaining access to healthcare.

Meridian’s Dunkirk site, which started in December, is small in size. But according to Dr. Eric Betts, a family medicine physician and a managing physician for MeridianMD West Jay Clinic, the center plays a pivotal role in the community. “Jay County Hospital and Meridian partnered to create a Federally Qualified Healthcare Center (FQHC) in Dunkirk. The hospital had already been running the West Jay Clinic here at Dunkirk,” Betts said. “Meridian partnered with them to create the FQHC to broaden the services available and provide behavioral health integration and be able to reach out to the underserved in the area.”

The building has five exam rooms and employs, in addition to Betts, two front-office staff, a licensed practical nurse, a medical assistant, a clinical coordinator, a community health worker and a part-time nurse practitioner. A licensed social worker also is being added.

The facility is the first primary care site for Meridian in Jay County and allows the healthcare provider to offer a wide range of services by being a FQHC. “Tracy Lax, our nurse practitioner, and I both take care of people of any age, from newborns to the elderly. I also go to nursing homes in the area and take care of patients at Jay County Hospital,” Betts said.

Betts said Dunkirk’s health challenges are similar to many rural communities. “Tobacco abuse, obesity, poor dietary habits and lack of routine exercise are problems. This leads to the common Indiana problems of COPD, diabetes mellitus II, hypertension and hyperlipidemia. This sometimes leads to coronary artery disease and/or chronic kidney disease,” he said.

On a daily basis, Betts sees how economic factors affect overall health. “We have many working low-income people in the area with little to no health insurance, which just compounds the problem. Many people with insurance can’t afford their medications,” he said.

The MeridianMD New Castle facility serves a similar population. “This clinic was able to open because of the Affordable Care Act, which gave community health centers grant money to create new access points around the country,” said Dr. Adrienne Bedford, a family medicine physician and medical care director at the New Castle location. “The grants have helped open up centers in a lot of places where people would have to go outside of their communities to get quality healthcare.”

The New Castle expansion, which should be complete by summer, nearly doubles the size of the site’s previous building, according to Bedford. The addition will round out the care provided in the location, fulfilling Meridian’s goal of “whole-person” health services, providing both medical and behavioral health.

“I think there’s definitely a need for this site in New Castle, which has been underserved as far as primary care is concerned. We are reaching so many people in the community who otherwise would have to drive to Muncie or neighboring cities,” Bedford said.

The facility will help serve the region’s diverse population, with a focus on preventative medicine and chronic illness management. “Our demographics are across the board. I’ve seen the full range of the population, from children to the elderly,” Bedford said.

The concept is meant to be all encompassing, with an emphasis on physical, mental and social health. “Social health influences overall health and the health of a community. I’d like to see us become a true community center with social programs on issues like finding jobs and learning how to fill out a resume,” Bedford said.

Bedford applauds Meridian Health Services for bringing positive health changes to rural Indiana. “Since I was in medical school, I always worked in community health centers,” she said. “To be on the front line of getting one going has been a dream come true. The community has been so welcoming, and I’m so proud that Meridian is reaching out to these communities and trying to make a difference.”
Our Passion Is Your Health

Celebrating National Recognition For Excellence

ONLY 2% OF HOSPITALS IN THE UNITED STATES RECEIVED BOTH AWARDS IN 2016

OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE AWARD™ 2016

PATIENT SAFETY EXCELLENCE AWARD™ 2016
Caring for a person with dementia can be demanding

Forgetfulness, confusion, or having trouble remembering a name or word can be a normal part of life. But when problems in thinking or unusual behavior starts to interfere with everyday activities, this could be sign of a condition known as dementia.

"Dementia isn’t an actual disease itself. It’s a group of symptoms that can be caused by many different diseases,” says Dr. Abdul Subhan, Psychiatrist at Meridian Senior Health.

Caring for a person with dementia at home can be demanding and stressful for family caregivers. Dr. Subhan offers a few tips that can make it easier to communicate with a person with dementia:

**Set a positive mood:** Speak to your loved one in a pleasant and respectful manner. Use facial expressions, tone of voice and physical touch to help convey your message and show your feelings of affection.

**Get the person’s attention.** Limit distractions and noise—turn off the radio or TV, close the curtains or shut the door, or move to quieter surroundings. Maintain eye contact and use nonverbal cues and touch to help keep your loved one focused.

**State your message clearly.** Use simple words and sentences. Speak slowly, distinctly and in a reassuring tone. If you aren’t understood the first time, use the same wording to repeat your message or question. If that doesn’t work, wait a few minutes and rephrase the question.

**Listen with your ears, eyes and heart.** Be patient in waiting for a reply. If your loved one is struggling for an answer, it’s okay to suggest words.

**Break down activities into a series of steps.** This makes many tasks much more manageable. Visual cues can be very helpful.

**Maintain your sense of humor.** Use humor whenever possible, though not at the person’s expense. People with dementia tend to retain their social skills and are usually delighted to laugh along with you.

Keeping Seniors healthy and happy!

Dr. Abdul Subhan practices psychiatry at Meridian Senior Health in Muncie.

Learn more: www.meridianhs.org/Mental/MeridianSeniorHealth
Thank you,
Meridian Health Services
for working to make our communities healthier!

Great Destinations
Your Destination Specialist

627 S. Tillotson Avenue • Muncie, Indiana
greatdestinationstravel.com

Woof Boom Radio proudly supports great organizations like Meridian Health Services

Over the last year, Woof Boom Radio donated more than $122,000 of our services to support these amazing organizations...

- Back to School Teacher’s Store
- The Arc of Indiana
- Cardinal Greenway
- Roy C. Buley Community Center
- Inside Out
- The Community Foundation
- Meals on Wheels
- The Youth Opportunity Center
- Hillcroft Services
- Project Leadership
- Red-Tail Land Conservancy
- Motivate our Minds
Solutions for youth-serving nonprofits offered at low or no cost

Consulting  Individualized and affordable coaching at 75% below the market rate.

Training  Local, statewide and virtual professional development opportunities on trending topics.

Data Services  Most recent information regarding childhood well-being in Indiana.

Serving Indiana’s educators, counselors, mentors, youth ministers, program managers, nonprofit boards, administrators and other youth-serving professionals

Learn more at www.iyi.org/mhs
Building Relationships in Delaware County

Our relationship with the residents and businesses in Delaware County reaches past our recent projects: The 50,000 square-foot shell building in Daleville and Muncie’s 155,000 square-foot MidWest Metal Products building.

We are also proud to support Meridian Health Services and their efforts to make our communities healthier.

And when relationships build, our world is a healthier place.

Design | Build | Construction | Development

260.824.0120
brinerbuilding.com
A legacy of good work & deeds

Talk to Mike Swinford for a few minutes and you quickly know three of his passions – people, community and giving back. He’s made Meridian Health Services his charity of choice.

Swinford, president of Fort Wayne’s Briner Building Inc., is no stranger to Muncie and Delaware County.

“Our lifetime passion has always been working with people and giving back to our community,” said Mike. “We generally try to support adult and children services and shelters. It’s all about helping people and making our community better than we found it. We are a small part of this American legacy.”

Mike and his business have long been active in the community, leaving an impressive footprint of good work and good deeds.

Briner built the 50,000-square-foot pre-cast concrete shell building just off I-69, in Daleville. The company is also adding a 60,000-square-foot pre-cast concrete plant to Muncie’s Mid-West Metal Products on Cowan Road. First Merchants Bank is their local lender. Swinford makes a point to use local businesses, local employees, and local subcontractors, whenever possible.

“The goal of our Delaware County partnership and Daleville building project is to create 45 new jobs for Delaware County residents,” Mike said.

Mike and wife, Debbie, are generous contributors to Meridian Health Services and always are guests at Rialzo, Meridian’s charity benefit gala and Muncie’s premiere fundraising event.

“We cannot say enough about Meridian’s Rialzo charity gala, which is a community extravaganza,” Mike said. “It’s very professionally organized and choreographed. It’s a heartfelt event for the Muncie regional people to come together and support Meridian Health Services.”

The Swinfords, married 41 years, have two adult children, Krista and Nick. Nick attended Ball State. Debbie and Krista are graduates of Indiana University and Mike is a Purdue graduate.

“We met at the Indiana/Purdue Fort Wayne campus at a card game,” Mike said. “We lost the card game, but it was the best hand I ever played,” referring to winning Debbie over.

Why choose Meridian? For the Swinfords, it’s an opportunity to support a medical home that is uniquely suited for today’s health care challenges.

“We have chosen to help support Meridian Health Services because of their unique approach using both individual medical and behavioral support services,” Mike said. “Medical-only is certainly not an end-all. Healthcare is no longer a square box solution. Our medical world is largely over medicated with mixed results. Physical therapy, personal counseling and mentoring can be very successful for individual health solutions.”

The Swinfords not only endorse Meridian for the work they do, they urge others to consider a similar path.

“We encourage you to get engaged in your passion, whatever that might be. Our passions are people, community, and Meridian Health Services.”
Lots of reasons to smile in our community. Do it with confidence.

We care for you, not just your teeth.

The vision of Dr. Greg Pyle is to reach out and establish long-term relationships with each of his patients, which in turn meets and exceeds patient expectations. With a unique one-on-one style, Dr. Pyle allows his family of patients to be an active participant in their health, openly discussing and co-diagnosing their treatment.

800 W. University Avenue | Muncie, Indiana 47303
765-288-6121

Visit our SMILE GALLERY at www.drgregpyle.com

The rules are simple: Great food, great service and great atmosphere.

DINING
CATERING
ENTERTAINMENT

Come experience our simple elegance for yourself.
Individual Donors

- Jay & Susan Allardt
- David & Joan Bahlimann
- Larry & Lonika Bassett
- Chris Bowles
- George & Linda Branam
- Ken & Peggy Briner
- Ray & Tracy Chambers
- Amelia & Graham Clark
- Beth & Scott Clark
- Gerry Cyranowski & Jennifer Bushnell
- Wil & Cindy Davis
- Brian & Emily Donley
- Ronald & Cheryl Faugher
- Robert Ganter
- Dominique Giammarino
- Dr. Bruce & Kathy Graham
- Jennifer & Aaron Henderson
- Karen & Roger Karmolinski
- Cheryl Lindus
- Paul W. Lingle
- Mike & Nicci Lunsford
- Hank & Terri Milius
- Greg & Kimberly Miller
- John & Julia Moore
- Julie & Tracy Newhouse
- Dr. Jeffrey & Kathleen Rapkin
- Dr. Denise Reeves
- Kirk & Judi Shafer
- Scott & Tara Smalstig
- Charles & Claudia Sursa
- Mike & Debbie Swinford
- Dr. Scott & Lisa Taylor
- Milan & Carolyn Thompson
- Steven & Carrie Thompson
- Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Ulrich
- Doug & Kathy White
- Stefan & Joan Anderson
- Crystal Anthony
- Greg & Amy Applegate
- Clay & Carey Arnett
- Jeff Arnold
- Larry Ashby
- Tammy Ashby
- Wynde Ashman
- Heather Atkins
- Matthew Atkins
- Richard Atkins
- Adam Atkinson
- Angela Aughe
- Amy Augustine
- Glenn Augustine
- Jarrett Aufferman
- Kayter Ava, Krista Coniff & Malorie Sorrell
- Deborah Axxness
- Carole Wilson & Bea Ayers
- Matia Ayinde
- Jodean Ayres
- Barbara Bailey
- John & Terry Whitt Bailey
- Eric & Laura Baize
- Salma Alejandro Baker
- David Baker
- Gail Baker
- Rachael Baker
- Shanda Baker
- Sue Baker
- James Bales
- Barb Ballard
- Catherine Ballard
- Vicky Bandy
- Jessica Barnes
- Kim M. Banter
- Emily Barber
- Thomas Barlee
- Lynn Barnard
- Ashlee Barnell
- Jessica Barnes
- Melissa Barnes
- Mark Barnhizer
- Matt & Carrie Barrett
- Heather Bartels
- Dave & Kyla Bartle
- Pam Bartler
- Julia Bartlow
- Caitlin Bartnik
- Dotty Bartnik
- Billie Barton
- Sherica Bates
- Ben & Kelsey Batten
- T. Baty
- Barbara Baumgartner
- Tina Baxter
- Bernice Beatty
- Cindy Beatty
- Mark Beatty
- Megan Beck
- Natalie Beckman
- Amy Beckwith
- Mary Jane Bedd
- Mary Bedel
- Glynda Beeson
- Eddie Bell
- Kathy Bell
- Eva Bennett
- Keiurna Bennett
- Laura Bennett
- Jeff Benson
- Pamela Bergfield
- Kathy Bery
- Ashley Bessesen
- Dr. Meghanah Bhat
- Marc Bibbs
- Catherine Bigham
- Sophia Binkley
- Becky Birky
- Derron & Charity Bishop
- Deb Black
- Martha Black
- Brandy Blackburn
- Ruby Blackburn
- Melissa Blackmer
- Randy Blair
- Daniel Blanton
- Mark Blissit
- Daniel Body
- Courtlin Boggs
- Brian Bolinger
- Kelly Bolinger
- Travis & Brandi Bolinger
- R. & Martha Bonnell
- Dr. Rohit Borkhetaria
- Cindy Bosworth
- Michael Botts
- Pat Botts
- Patrick & Jane Botts
- Nicol Bowen
- Stephanie Bower
- Tom Bowling
- Amanda Bowman
- Audra & B.J. Bowman
- Jack and Jennifer Brunner
- Nathaniel Bryan
- Kory & Holly Bryant
- Steve Bryant
- Angela Buck
- Shelly Buck
- Susan Buckingham
- Heather Buckland
- Angel Bunch
- Shelly Bunch
- Christianah Burayidi
- Jody Burgess
- Megan Burkhardt
- Jack Small & Jessica Burton
- Michael Sullivan & Chelsey Burton
- Jennifer Bushnell
- Vance Butler
- Megan Byrum
- Dr. Hector Diez Caballero
- Katie Caffee
- Katie Box
- Dr. Stacey Bragg
- Wavelone Brand
- Shay Brandon
- Laura Brandt
- Tammy Bransom
- Paige Brennan
- Phil & Ann Briggs
- Amanda Bright
- Arlie Bright
- Casie Bright
- Darrell & Terri Bright
- Chrsitina Broadnax
- Jason M. & Dary L. Brooks
- Misty Brooks
- Penny Brooks
- Amber Brown
- Angela Brown
- Clint & Chelsea Brown
- Adrionna Brown & Dallas Cook
- Kristy Brown
- Lisa Cara Brown
- Mary Brown
- Sue Brown
- Susan Brown
- Tamera Brown
- Tia Brown
- Wendy Brown
- Lisa Brunett
- Mary Jane Brummett
- Diane Caldwell
- Mary Caldwell
- Russell & Judi Calhoun
- Brad Campbell
- Dorothy Campbell
- Georgine Campbell
- Gordon Campbell
- Natasha Campbell
- Toni Campbell
- Karen Cansell
- Rob & Cindy Caniff
- Joseph or Brad Cantwell
- Dave Carew
- Toni Carmichael
- Xia Carmona
- Norm & Tara Carpenter
- Patrick Carpenter
- Nichole Carr
- Ron Carr
- Michelle Carrera
- David & Susan Carter
- Dan & Jill Carto
- Jessica Cartwright
- Don & Deanna Case
- Spencer Case
- Mandy Cave
- Kathleen Cavard
- Joe Dutra & Cynthia Cavert
- Chelsea Caywood
- Jon Challant

**Individual Donor President's Society**

($1,000 or more in a year)

- Melissa Blackmer
- Randy Blair
- Daniel Blanton
- Mark Blissit
- Daniel Body
- Courtlin Boggs
- Brian Bolinger
- Kelly Bolinger
- Travis & Brandi Bolinger
- R. & Martha Bonnell
- Dr. Rohit Borkhetaria
- Cindy Bosworth
- Michael Botts
- Pat Botts
- Patrick & Jane Botts
- Nicol Bowen
- Stephanie Bower
- Tom Bowling
- Amanda Bowman
- Audra & B.J. Bowman
- Jack and Jennifer Brunner
- Nathaniel Bryan
- Kory & Holly Bryant
- Steve Bryant
- Angela Buck
- Shelly Buck
- Susan Buckingham
- Heather Buckland
- Angel Bunch
- Shelly Bunch
- Christianah Burayidi
- Jody Burgess
- Megan Burkhardt
- Jack Small & Jessica Burton
- Michael Sullivan & Chelsey Burton
- Jennifer Bushnell
- Vance Butler
- Megan Byrum
- Dr. Hector Diez Caballero
- Katie Caffee

**Meridian donor honor roll**

**Donor timeframe: 2015 calendar year**

**They believe. They give. They do not waver. They are our...**

Diane Caldwell
Mary Caldwell
Russell & Judi Calhoun
Brad Campbell
Dorothy Campbell
Georgine Campbell
Gordon Campbell
Natasha Campbell
Toni Campbell
Karen Cansell
Rob & Cindy Caniff
Joseph or Brad Cantwell
Dave Carew
Toni Carmichael
Xia Carmona
Norm & Tara Carpenter
Patrick Carpenter
Nichole Carr
Ron Carr
Michelle Carrera
David & Susan Carter
Dan & Jill Carto
Jessica Cartwright
Don & Deanna Case
Spencer Case
Mandy Cave
Kathleen Cavard
Joe Dutra & Cynthia Cavert
Chelsea Caywood
Jon Challant
SEE A SLIMMER YOU

ELIMINATE FAT WITH COOLSCULPTING®, THE WORLD’S #1 NON-INVASIVE FAT REMOVAL TREATMENT

CoolSculpting is an FDA-cleared treatment that uses controlled cooling to eliminate fat without surgery or downtime.

**Call today to schedule your FREE consultation.**

UDC Spa
4611 N. Wheeling Ave.
Muncie, IN 47304
765-747-6090
www.udcin.com

Results and patient experience may vary. While CoolSculpting is safe, some rare side effects may occur. As with any medical procedure, only your CoolSculpting provider can help you decide if CoolSculpting is right for you. In the U.S., the CoolSculpting procedure is FDA-cleared for the treatment of visible fat bulges in the submental area, thigh, abdomen and flank. Outside the U.S., the CoolSculpting procedure for non-invasive fat reduction is available worldwide. ZELTIQ, CoolSculpting, the CoolSculpting logo, the Snowflake design, and Fear No Mirror are registered trademarks of ZELTIQ Aesthetics, Inc. © 2016 IC1966-A
Janet Edie
Sherry Edwards
Paul Ehrgott
Kristine Eiler
Judy Elan
Amanda Elbert
Mike & Rhonda Elder
Doris Ellenburg
Mary Elliott
Nancy Elliott
Tina Elliott
Susan Ellison
Eric & Barbara Ellsworth
Lakesia Elmore
Heather Emberton
Lisa & Rowdie Embry
Rowdy Embry
Angela Enyeart
Paul & Sue Errington
Gerald Evans
Amanda Evans
Kyle & Karen Evans
Denise Ewing
Terri Ewing
Jordan Extine
Mike Fallon
Chris & Melanie Fancher
Jamie Faulkner
Timea Femader
Sharon Ferguson
George Fernatt
Marilyn Ferrell
Alisha Fields
Amanda Fields
Amy Fields
Danielle, Kayson, Kyzer & Alyssa Fields
Adam & Jessica Fink
John Finley
Kerri Firestone
Lisa Fisher
Ashley Fitzgerald
Rachel & Niki Fitzgerald

Angela Fitzpatrick
Missy Flick
Cheryl Flowers
Ronnie Flowers
Sherry Flowers
Victoria Flowers
Nancy Fluery
Dawn Fruhler
Jacey Foley
Michael & Leesa Foley
Jeri Folkner
Jennifer Ford
Dale & Harmonie Foster
Tiffany Foster
Foust Family
Lillie Foust
Sheryl Franklin
Fran Fraser

Lana Gard
Jamey Garner
Melissa Garner
Gary Garofolo
William Garrett
Laura Garringer
Dottie Garrison
Gary Gates
Kevin Gates
Linda Geidel
Casey Getzin
Ali Ghit
Bill Gibson
Debra Gibson
Dinah Gibson
Jama Gibson
Kimberly Gillenwater
Ben & Pamela Gillum
Benjamin & Pamela Gillum
Jared Glaser
Tennille Glasser
Sherrie Gleason
David & Marcia Gobble
Camille Gober
Steven Godbury
Dr. Meenu Goel
Jacob Goldstein
Dr. Arzu Karaman Gonulalan
Dr. Murat Gonulalan
Chad Goodman
Susan Goodman
William Goodman
Aaron & Diane Goodpaster
Ty Goodpaster
Jill Goodwin
Bill & Judy Gordon
Evelyn Gordon
Amanda Gowin
Erica Graham
Jayne & Michael Grandison
Courtney D. Graves
Vicky Graves
Dallas Gray

Wayne & Linda Gray
William Gray
Chris & Kenci Grayson
Kathleen Green
Robert & Lois Green
Bo Greene
Chris & Stefanie Greer
Kenneth Gregory
Hayley Greiner
John Greiner
Katelyn Greiner
Tayla Greiner
Mary Grey
Lori Grice
Larry Griever
Dr. Jon and Michelle Gries
Carolyn Grievs
Kerrie Griffs
April Grill
Stephanie Grimes
Tati Grimes
Starr & Deborah Griner
Jessica Gropp
Michael Gross
B. Joan Groves
Stephanie Grubbs
Verna Guider
Jeff & Diana Guine
Carol Gunn
Annette Gunter
Cathy Hahn
Karina Halberstadt
Annette Hale
Lola Hale
Poet Hale
Sean & Heidi Hale
Sara Hall
George Halleck
Atte Hamilton
Jessica Hamlin
Sally Hammock
Luke Hamsand
Emily Haney

Mainstreet proudly supports all the great work Meridian Health Services is doing in the state of Indiana.
Meet Astro, who was rescued by the Muncie Animal Shelter. He was adopted at the Rialzo VII auction.

Who could resist that face? Think you have what it takes to be a good puppy parent? Contact the Shelter today.
Meridian works hard
to make people smile.

We help make those smiles brighter.

Erika Mason
Jody Mason
April Massie
Don & Terri Matchett
Brittany Mathews
Dennis & Cynthia Mattingly
Tonetta Mattson
Andrea Maudlin
Marie Mawk
Micah Maxwell
Sharon Maxwell
Dr. Bianca Maya
Amelia McCarty
Timothy McCarty
Ashley McClain
Tony McClain
Courtney McClure
Robert McClure
Erica McConnell
Shannon McCord
Debbie McCoy
Teresa McCoy
Nichol McCurdy
Denise McDaniel
Jerry & Joy McDowell
Mark McFalls
Desiree McGuire
Teri McHenry
Kelsy, Kayden & Brayden McIntire
Allison Mckee
Jama Mckee
Kristin Mckee
Ray Mckee
Ryan Mckee
Alena McKenzie
Camren & Tiffany McKenzie
Mark McKinney
Megan McKinney
Ron & Pat McLaughlin
Beau McNally
Bethany & Matthew McNeal
Aliza McNeill
R. Meadows
Valerie Helms Mejia
Joe Merritt
Jill Messer
Susan Gainey Metzger
Scott Metzler
William Scott & Jennifer Metzler
Sara Meyer
Brian Miholland
Crista Miholland
Haley Miholland
Brad & Katelyn Milius
Aimee Miller
Alan Miller
Carol Miller
Dr. Joni Miller
Kim Miller
Patricia Miller
Roger Miller
Serena Miller
Simile Miller
William & Annemarie Voss Miller
Tamara Milles
Angela Mills
Whitnee & Shaun Mills
David Minnies
Matthew Minnies
Larry Mitchell
Aaron Moehneman
Angie Mock
Nina Monstwillo
Guadalupe Montero
Joe Mock
Christi Moore
Deanna Moore
Deeol Moore
Donnie Moore
Haleigh Moore
Holly Moore
Mike Moore
Shirley Moore
Steve & Shawn Moore
Ted Moore
Walker Moore
Jay & Karen Moorman
Kathy L Moran
David & Destini Morell
Ronda Moreno
Jonathan Morgan
Tori Morgan
Ananda Moring
David Morris
Mindy Morris
Robert & Sandra Morris
Theresa Morris
Jessica Morrow
Lori Morrow
Ty Morton
Jeff Mullins
Kendra Whetzel & Katie Mullins
Brandon Murphy
Charlene Murphy
Eric Murphy
Mary Murphy
Stacey Murray
Jeff Musick
Linda Myers
Jordan, Alexis & Abby Nash
Alice Gay Nation
Tony Navarro
Joyce Neal
Shane Neal
Stephanie Neal
Monte Needler
Abby Neff
Ted Neff
Carl & Marcio Neff
Carly Neff
Olivia Neff
Jim Nehmore
Alysha Nemin
Nico Nemin
Diane Nesson
Veronica Neved
Devon New
Shaun & Tonia New
Doris Newby
Jessica Newsome
Joshua & Sabrina Newsome
Michelle Newton
Ian Nguyen
A History of Trusted Care.

Ball Memorial Hospital

Discover the strength at iuhealth.org/ball-memorial
Follow us on twitter at @IUHealthBall
Like us on Facebook.com/IUHealthBall
OUR GRID IS HELD UP BY
500,000+ Poles
THAT CARRY POWER LINES TO THE 164
COMMUNITIES WE LIVE IN AND SERVE.
That's a LOT of climbing!

Robert Varick
Harry & Elizabeth Vernon
Lisa Vernon
Lancelot Villaluz
Melody Waggoner
Dale Wain
Brent Walburn
Maureen Walby
Allen Walden
Charles Walker
Randy Walker
Donna Wallicha
Austin Walls
Jermey Ward
Kimberly Ward
Erika Warfel
Dan Wasson
Ashley Waters
Sidney Waters
Richard Watkins
Brittany Watson
Dorica Watson
Gary Watson
Gary & Peggy Watson
Lesley Watson
Melissa Watson
Jarod & Kristy Watt
Ashlee Watterson
Nic Vample
Rick & Pam Weaver
AJ Webster
Charles Webster
Craig Webster
GL Webster
Madisyn Webster
Sam & Angela Webster
Jesse Wechter
Kimberly Weems
Brenda Wehr
Danielle Wehrley
Mike Weida
Taylor & Alicyn Weir
Welling Family
Steve Wells
John & Erin Wernert

Greg Wessel
April West
Elaine West
Missy West
Shirley West
Nicole Whallon
Ashley Wheeler
Lesly Whistle
Pat White
Peggy White
Tina Whiteley
Ben & Ginger Whitenack
Ashley Whitesell
Amanda Whitten
Andy Whitten
Dan Wickliffe
Shelley Wilburn
Nick Wiley
Carrie Wilkinson
Viona Willen
Maria Willey
Andrea Williams
Jenna Williams
Jennifer & James Williams
Julia Williams
Maggie Williams
Emily Williamson
Michael & Laura Williamson
Sandra S Williamson
Joy Willis
Allen Lisa Wilson
Bob and Kathy Wilson
Carolyn Wilson
David Wilson
Joseph & Lani Wilson
Landen Wilson
Rebecca Wilson
Ronald Wilson
Tamara Wilt
Amy Wimbley
Beverly Wimmer
Anita Winkle
Michael & Laycee Winkle
Leesa Wise
Rex Wiseman
Misty Woehrmann
Duane & Kim Wolfe
Elisha Wolfe
Katie Wolfe
Lamatta Wolfe
Wolfert Family
Pamela Wolford
Chad Womack
Edward Womack
Carl & Maria Woodall
Woodgett Family
Marcella Woodgett
Jason Woods
Rob Woods
Anita Wordinger
Wray Family
Deborah Wright
J. Wright
Pamela Heidi Wright
David Wyatt
Amber Wyne
Todd & Jennifer Yarbrough
Diana Yocohan
James & Sandra York
Jenna York
Justin York
Lacey York
Lisa & Scott York
Michael & Cherylyn York
Jeanann Yount
Ashley Zachary
Dr. Zawadski
Holly Zent
Mason Zent
Jay Zoeliner
Ali Zulfigar
Call now for a tour!
765-284-8605
315 N. Morrison Road,
Muncie, Indiana 47304
Email: denise@weewisdomkids.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platinum:</th>
<th>($100,000 – $249,999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Merchants Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold:</th>
<th>($50,000 – $99,999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dennis, Wenger, &amp; Abrell Attorneys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU Health / Ball Memorial Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sursa Griner Group of Raymond James &amp; Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver:</th>
<th>($25,000 – $49,999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS Kern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coldwell Banker Lunsford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry County Memorial Hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Michigan Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Tech Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Consultants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muncie Power Products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bronze:</th>
<th>($10,000 – $24,999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asons Property Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genoa Healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Crew Landscape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstreet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Bank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pridemark Construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Avenue Dental, Dr. Greg Pyle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Head Salon Boutique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota of Muncie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Dermatology Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verallia (now Aradh)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wee Wisdom Nursery School</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland C. Wilhoite, D. D. S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willowbrook Interiors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Wee Wisdom increased its support in 2015, attaining the Bronze level in The Partner’s Society. Shown with Meridian’s President and CEO Hank Milius are Nadene Phillips, Denise Allen, Kathy Hardman, and Angie Clark.

Mainstreet increased its support in 2015, attaining the Bronze level in The Partner’s Society. Shown with Meridian’s President and CEO Hank Milius is Chance Benbow.

Asons Property Management and University Dermatology Center increased their support in 2015, attaining the Bronze level in The Partner’s Society.

IU Health / Ball Memorial Hospital increased its support during 2015, attaining the Gold level in The Partner’s Society. Shown with Meridian’s President and CEO Hank Milius is Terry Pence.

3D Company, Inc., increased its support in 2015, attaining the Silver level in The Partner’s Society. Shown with Meridian’s President and CEO Hank Milius are Charlie Sursa (left) and Stan Griner.

IVY TECH Community College increased its support in 2015, attaining the Silver level in The Partner’s Society. Shown with Meridian’s President and CEO Hank Milius is Dr. Andy Bowne.
3D Company, Inc. believes that, like a building or road, a community’s success relies on the strength of its foundation, and we work hard to ensure that our projects start with a firm base.

Meridian Health Services is also focused on creating a healthier, stronger community by working from the ground up.

That’s why we’re proud to partner with Meridian. Together, we are building a stronger, healthier community that will stand the test of time.
NEW RENTAL PROGRAM
WE RENT IT ALL • NO LONG TERM COMMITMENT
“What A Great Music Store Should Be...”

DAY / WEEK / MONTHLY FROM...
GUITARS: $3 / 5 / 9
DRUM SETS: $7 / 13 / 25
KEYBOARDS: $3 / 5 / 9
DJ LIGHTS: $3 / 5 / 9
SPEAKERS: $5 / 10 / 19
MICROPHONES: $2 / 3 / 5

ICE CREAM • CUSTARD • GELATO • FROZEN YOGURT • ITALIAN ICE
SORBET • GELATI • HAND DIPPED • SMOOTHIES • FLOATS

Diggidy's
Frozen Treat Factory
4437 S. Scatterfield Rd
Anderson, IN 46013

OVER 250 TOPPINGS
gathering our community
encouraging engagement

Indulgence
Made to Order

Discover our expertly prepared Prime Steaks and award-winning collection of 100 wines by the glass. Reserve your table at FlemingsSteakhouse.com

INDIANAPOLIS • 8487 UNION CHAPEL RD • 317-466-0175

© 2014 Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar. All rights reserved.
TEAM BALL STATE

MutualBank
The Official Checking Partner of Ball State Athletics

Pepsi
The Official Soft Drink of Ball State Athletics

Nike
The Official Apparel Provider of Ball State Athletics

Join TEAM BALL STATE
contact Ball State Sports Properties
765.285.1434  csulm@bsu.edu

Thank you, Meridian Health Services for making our community healthier!

VICTORY
Honda of Muncie
4901 W McGalliard Road, Muncie
(765) 282-5955
victorymuncie.com
Serving nearly 30,000 patients in 39 counties, Meridian’s growth in primary medical care precipitated the creation of a new medical director structure.

Our commitment to providing the highest quality of care to our patients adds a stronger focus in leadership to these medical specialties:

- Pediatrics
- Internal Medicine
- Family Medicine
- Women’s Health
- Psychiatry

We congratulate and honor the expertise of these Meridian physicians for taking a lead role in their specialties and becoming Medical Directors, while continuing as practicing physicians.

The new structure will deepen Meridian’s “whole-person” health concept: the integration of physical, behavioral and social health.
Because he is the son of a physician and a nurse, there was little doubt that the career and life of John J. Wernert, M.D., MHA, and now Secretary of Indiana’s Family and Social Services Administration, would have lasting impact.

For his ongoing contributions to integrated healthcare, his influence in launching the Healthy Indiana Plan, and recognition of his pursuit in building bridges between government and healthcare providers, Dr. Wernert is the winner of Meridian Health Services’ annual Spirit of Meridian award.

“I’m honored to receive this award,” Dr. Wernert said. “As part of the state’s administration, we appreciate everything Meridian is doing and the leadership role they have taken in making Indiana healthier... from all perspectives. We look forward to our continued partnership.”

The Spirit of Meridian award goes to outstanding individuals who exemplify the Meridian focus on patient care and “whole-person” health, and regularly go above and beyond as an example to others.

“I cannot think of a more suitable recipient,” said Meridian’s President and CEO, Hank Milius. “John is an important partner for Meridian Health Services, linking critical statewide healthcare services to patients and providers. His work supports Meridian’s whole-person health initiatives and is critical to our ability to connect healthcare providers throughout the state.”

Dr. Wernert, a psychiatrist, was selected in June 2014 by Governor Mike Pence to head the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration (FSSA).

“We have a governor who is committed to improving Hoosiers’ health and willing to change things,” Dr. Wernert said in a recent report to the state. “Not only does Governor Pence want to isolate programs that don’t work, he also wants to emphasize social supports that do work well and increase support for those programs.”

Dr. Wernert is the first physician – or healthcare provider – to hold the position of Family and Social Services Administration secretary.

“John was instrumental in establishing HIP 2.0,” Milius added. “As a practicing physician he has the added expertise and perspective to give him a good grasp on Indiana’s healthcare issues.”

Since inception of the Healthy Indiana Plan, Meridian has enrolled nearly 1,000 applicants. Meridian’s own enrollment specialists work with communities across the state to educate the public about the healthcare program and how best to leverage its features.

Indiana Family and Social Services Administration affects 30 percent of Indiana’s citizens. The agency represents just over 40 percent of state government spending. Wernert has worked to eliminate silos.

“My first priority is to make sure patients and families are at the center of what we do at FSSA. The Division of Mental Health is concerned about the mental health of citizens, and the Division of Aging works primarily with the needs of elderly Hoosiers – but these divisions need to work in concert and coordinate their services for maximum impact.”

“In medicine, we moved to the primary medical home model a number of years ago, so in a similar way, I see opportunities to gain efficiencies and improve coordination of care in FSSA. Integrated care is how we practice medicine now, so it’s not a big jump to come to state government and say we need to be about helping our fellow citizens in need, rescuing families, restoring lives and giving folks a hand up, not a hand out.”

That logic fits perfectly with Meridian’s integrated care philosophy, which blends specialties in physical, mental and social well-being.

The FSSA and the provider community seek a more positive, collaborative partnership.

“The governor wants me to spend as much time as possible mending fences and working with provider groups – like the hospital association, nursing home industry, physicians and advocacy groups to reassure them that we are working as partners,” said Dr. Wernert.

“We opened up our processes across the agency, in strategic planning and determinations of payment policies by bringing in the end-users – the doctors, prescribers and providers at all levels who are impacted by these policies – giving them a chance to collaborate and give input.”
We salute Meridian Health Services and its commitment to building a healthier community.

Proud sponsor of MHS community events:

Ed’s Carpet & Flooring
5214 W. Kilgore Avenue, Muncie
765-282-5100
www.edsflooringandcarpet.net

Dedicated to providing our customers the widest selection at the best price.

Ed’s Carpet and Flooring: Your floor’s best friend.

NURTURING THE POTENTIAL OF EVERY CHILD & TEEN

YMCA OF MUNCIE
281-YMCA
www.muncieymca.org

FOLLOW US:
Alysha Nemore has always wanted to be a therapist. Really. Always.

“It was always my goal from when I was very young,” she said. The reason? Her grandmother. When Nemore was about 8 years old, her grandmother retired from Marsh after four decades. “She didn’t like being retired, so she went back to school to become a counselor,” Nemore said. She would spend the summers with her grandmother, and that meant tagging along to her college classes. “I would sit in those classes, loving it, asking a lot of questions,” she recalled. “From that moment, I knew that’s what I wanted to do.”

Her grandmother worked with inmates in a penitentiary. “I took a different path, but the people she was helping did influence my decision,” she said. “Seeing the struggles that she would deal with when working with her clients in prison, I wanted to help prevent people going to prison and making bad choices. I wanted to make sure children have the skills and support they need before they end up there.”

Today, she is the Children’s Services Clinical Supervisor at Meridian Health Services and the winner of the Employee Spirit of Meridian Award. “I wouldn’t be doing anything else,” she said. “Now I am able to help even more people by supporting our great staff.” Her staff is predominantly in Madison County, where Meridian started its Children’s Services program 6 years ago.

The program has expanded so rapidly that construction is wrapping up on a new location.

Nemore came to Meridian as an intern 9 years ago. She was working as a behavioral clinician while she completed her master’s degree at Ball State University. “I became a therapist once I received my masters,” she said. She then became a licensed therapist at the Suzanne Gresham Center.

It wasn’t long before Meridian’s management began to notice her leadership skills. Co-workers were always coming to her for advice or compassion. Her official job consists of running the Madison County children’s program, offering clinical support for staff and for other supervisors there. That’s about 35 people in all. “I love helping them develop the skills needed to do the very best we can for these kids,” she said.

In all, Meridian serves about 650 clients in Madison County.

Nemore also keeps partnerships, like the one with Anderson Community Schools, strong. The new Children’s Services building she is in is shared with the school district. The partnership began last year as a way to help with the district’s alternative school, offering the “mental health component” for the program. Meridian provides staff to work with students during the day and after school at homes and with their families.

“These kids have had it rough,” she said. “They don’t have a lot of support. They are in this program because they were either suspended too many times or expelled from their home school.

It’s everything from anger issues to drug abuse to bringing weapons to the classroom.”

The partnership, she added, has been very successful, with many of the students involved returning to their home school.

Nemore said her “heart” is with the Madison County program. “I could have stayed at Gresham, and it’s right down the street from my house,” she said, adding that she lives there with her husband and their three children. “But we have developed an amazing team here,” she said of Madison County. “We all really depend on each other, support each other.”

Especially when they didn’t even have a building to call home. “We did whatever we had to – meet at the library, at schools, other places,” she said. “We really grew up together here.”

And now that they have a building, they can grow even more. “Now we will be able to offer walk-in hours, we will have a consistent place to bring clients to,” Nemore said. She helped design the area, which was formerly six large classrooms.

There will be a room for children with sensory sensitivities. Many autistic children are oversensitive to sound, touch and other stimulation of senses. In addition, the building will house a training kitchen where middle and high school students can learn life skills. There are even plans for a community garden.

“But, still at the heart of it all,” Nemore said, “are the people. My staff, the clients, that’s what motivates me,” she continued. “I really do love my job and I will tell everyone who will listen!”
“RIALZO,” THE ITALIAN WORD THAT MEANS “to lift up” is what buoys some of Meridian Health Services’ most critical initiatives. The annual charity gala has raised more than $300,000 in just the last three years. Proceeds have gone to support children’s programs, medical advancements and equipment. “Welcome Home” kits for the homeless moving into Muncie’s Walnut Commons, a 44-unit apartment complex, offered essential belongings to aid in the transition to apartment life. “Wheeling for Healing” kits were portable kits for behavioral clinicians to use when meeting with patients off-site; and last year, proceeds were used for a new playground at the Suzanne Gresham Center. Here’s what Rialzo proceeds will help achieve this year.

Meridian Health Services launched an innovative Addictions Services Steering Team last fall that was tasked with examining the latest research and best practices in the field of addictions and mental health.

Already, it is making a difference as it strives to establish protocols and build programs designed to address the growing number of addictions to opioids – prescribed painkillers – and the street-drug, heroin.

Funding for the team and the work they’re doing is boosted this year by Meridian’s premier fundraiser, Rialzo VII.

“We see this as a critical area of focus for Meridian and for our community,” said President and CEO, Hank Milius. “Our integrated care model is a perfect fit for this kind of treatment.”

The concentrated focus on opioid prescribed medications and drugs like heroin extends across the country.

“This is not a new problem, but how we’re addressing it is different,” said Eldon Solomon, M.S., LMHC, Regional Manager, Adult and Addiction Services. “Insurers, individuals and families have been paying for the same treatment over and over again. Initiatives such as Affordable Care Act (ACA) and other funding streams expect to see new results in order to validate the increased funding of addiction treatment.”

New in the 2017 federal budget request is $1.1 billion for drug treatment for people addicted to opioid medications and heroin, which the White House says kills more people than automobile crashes.

Prescription opioids – which are painkillers – and street drugs like heroin and methamphetamine, are closely linked. Healthcare providers wrote prescriptions for 259 million painkillers in 2012, enough to give every American adult a bottle of pills, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Many believe people addicted to prescription painkillers are turning to heroin because it’s cheaper and easier to get after government crackdowns on prescription drug abuse.

“The opioid prescription drug problem in Delaware County, along with meth, has turned into what the attorney general calls an epidemic,” Solomon said.

“Key to solving the addiction problem is keeping treatment affordable,” Solomon continued. “Before ACA, addiction was not classified as a mental health issue and insurers did not have to pay for it. Under terms of the ACA, it is considered a mental health issue and insurers are demanding a new kind of accountability.”

Meridian started responding to the emerging crisis three years ago.

“We saw a need for referral for addiction of co-occurring issues,” Solomon said, adding that 80 percent of those who suffer from addiction also are suffering from mental health issues or symptoms. “We want to address the recovery process in the context of their mental health issues like depression, anxiety or other mental health conditions.”

“Today, Meridian’s footprint extends into primary care, a key segment for identifying mental health issues, as well as addictions. The treatment we’ve been doing the last few years translates into success among the patients we’re seeing now.”

“We have the ability to be integrative on the whole-health context,” Solomon said. “We’re in primary care, pediatrics, women’s health, and behavioral health. At every level, our patients are using these services.”

In March 2015, Meridian launched The Opioid Addiction Treatment (OAT). “It is an aggressive, intensive program that uses all services of those healthcare entities, as we stage clients through the recovery process,” Solomon said.

The more recently appointed steering team developed as a result of the success of this kind of integration.
Meridian Scholars launch careers

THE PROCEEDS FROM RIALZO VII WILL HELP provide money for a new, innovative scholars program that will offer students as much as $10,000 if they make a two-year employment commitment to Meridian Health Services.

“We hear so much about the brain drain in our state but this is a brain gain,” said Scott Smalstig, Vice President of Fund Development.

For years, Meridian Health Services has hired 10 to 15 student interns every year, according to Meridian Health Services, Senior Recruiter, Diana Roach. “Some stay to become full-time employees, others don’t make the cut, and some move to other employers. This is an effort to retain the best people and keep them here in our community, which helps everyone.”

The interns cross disciplines and departments within Meridian’s fast-growing network of clinics and primary care practices. Meridian has nearly 40 facilities serving 39 counties. There are three locations in Marion County alone. Meridian employs about 1,000 people across the state.

“We have interns from medical, nurses, therapists, social work, accounting and other disciplines,” Roach said. “Meridian recruits from colleges and universities across the state.”

“We’re already a leader in behavioral health and we’re fast approaching that leadership role in medical services, as well. We like to hire interns. They know us, we know them; it’s a win-win.”

The scholarships will help people like Brandy LoPilato, a family nurse practitioner who started with Meridian last September. She spends half of her week at MeridianMD, Meridian’s primary care practice and the other half with Meridian Primetime Pediatrics, Meridian’s urgent care facility for children.

“I was one of the lucky ones to be selected for an internship,” said LoPilato. “I love working at Meridian and being able to offer my patients a spectrum of health options. It gives me access to treat the whole person and their entire needs for a comprehensive treatment plan.”

LoPilato, who worked through college, went almost immediately from her undergraduate degree in nursing into the graduate program at Ball State University. She graduated with her Master’s of Science degree in nursing last July.

“I was a home-health nurse before working with pediatric and adult patients,” she said. “I’ve also taught as an LPN instructor.”

LoPilato has ties to Muncie and wants to stay in the area. “I have roots here. It’s a good fit for me and for Meridian.”

Meridian Scholars is designed to nurture more partnerships like the one they have with LoPilato, so there is additional incentive that attracts the best and brightest, which leads to a greater opportunity to retain and transition these scholars into full-time employees.
At Cornerstone Center for the Arts we know that a healthy child is an artistic child. We know the importance of artistic experiences in a person’s life, especially the impact they have on social and emotional development early in a child’s life. Our various classes in dance, music, visual arts, theatre, and fitness, encourage self-esteem, self-expression, and problem solving skills. Like Meridian Health Services, Cornerstone believes in whole-person health that is why we place a high importance on inclusion and encourage all students - regardless of race, religion, education level, or socio-economic status - to participate in our arts-based education programs. Cornerstone is proud to be a place where all families and people can belong.

Another Great Reason to Quit!

I Hate Smoking, I Want to Quit

Children of smokers cough and wheeze more and have a harder time getting over colds. Tobacco smoke can cause stuffy nose, headache, sore throat, and eye irritation.

They miss many more school days too.
It’s understandable why kids hate smoking!

Get free help to successfully quit tobacco. Call today.

Tobacco Kills 1 in 5 Smokers
At Cornerstone Center for the Arts we know that a healthy child is an artistic child. We know the importance of artistic experiences in a person’s life, especially the impact they have on social and emotional development early in a child’s life. Our various classes in dance, music, visual arts, theatre, and fitness, encourage self-esteem, self-expression, and problem solving skills. Like Meridian Health Services, Cornerstone believes in whole-person health that is why we place a high importance on inclusion and encourage all students - regardless of race, religion, education level, or socio-economic status - to participate in our arts-based education programs. Cornerstone is proud to be a place where all families and people can belong.
FULL OF EMOTIONS

CLASSICAL SERIES
September 10 • October 15 • April 22

FAMILY SERIES
November 12 • December 3 • February 11

OUTDOOR FREE SERIES
August 25
PICNIC & POPS
October 6
ArtsWalk CONCERT
May 13
TODDLER POPS
June 10
FESTIVAL on the GREEN

MSO GOES TO TOWN
CHAMBER SERIES
Three intimate concerts in unique and unusual venues!

EDUCATION FREE SERIES
January 7
YOUNG ARTIST COMPETITION
January 15
MLK, Jr. MEMORIAL CONCERT
February 10
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERT
TBA
MUSIC COMES ALIVE at MCM
TBA
FRIENDS of the ORCHESTRA

Weekly...September through April

MUSIC ON THE MOVE!
A FREE program available through a partnership between the MSO and BSU School of Music, offered to Muncie and Delaware County schools, and community nonprofit educational institutions.

MSO 2016 | 2017 SEASON PREVIEW

Tickets 765.285.5531 | munciesymphony.org
CITY FIT, MERIDIAN HEALTH SERVICES’ new annual event in Richmond, brought together dozens of community partners on Saturday, May 21 to promote physical, mental and social well being.

The event started four years ago but stalled last year in search of a new lead sponsor. Meridian took on that role and expects to help grow the event each year. “We want to be able to do more of these kinds of events that are good for the community because they promote health and wellness,” said Gerry Cyranowski, vice president of adult clinical services for Meridian. “Richmond now represents our second largest location, offering a full spectrum of services from medical care to behavioral health to social services.”

Despite a steady rain early in the day, City Fit started with the Wayne County 4-H Color Run at the Glen Miller golf course. Activities also included Zumba, roller-skating, Yoga and basketball free throws. Booths set up across the lawn promoted wellness and health screenings.

Partners in City Fit included Reid Health, Richmond Family YMCA, Richmond Parks and Recreation, the Boys & Girls Club of Wayne County, Family Fitness Works and Heartfulness Meditation, along with sponsors Centerstone of Indiana, McDonald’s, Meijer, Lindsey Rush Photography and VanVleet Insurance Agency.
We were proud to collaborate with

Fred Reese of NV DESIGN and knapp SUPPLY

to create another Dream Kitchen for Rialze

Scherrer CONSTRUCTION INC.

2501 West 26th Street
Muncie, Indiana 47302
(765) 288-7447

Proud to support
Meridian Health Services
and
Rialze

Thanks, Meridian,
for making our
community healthier!

MUNCIE LIQUORS

Since 1981

Six convenient locations!

801 N. Wheeling Avenue | 765-282-5550
Specialty: Craft Beer Collection

2901 S. Madison Street | 765-282-9318

605 W. McGalliard Road | 765-282-4802

1112 W Centennial Avenue | 765-284-2337

3005 N Oakwood Avenue | 765-282-2312

415 S Tillotson Avenue | 765-284-3744

muncieliquors.com

Thanks, Meridian,
for making our
community healthier!

muncieliquors.com
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Thank you to Meridian Health Services for making our communities healthier.

Expect only the best from Tomlinson Plumbing. Proudly serving Muncie with more than 50 years of quality plumbing experience, Tomlinson is simply the best choice in town.

- Bath remodeling and fixtures
- Gas line installation and repair
- Pipe thawing
- Pump installation and repair
- Water heaters and softeners
- Drain and sewer cleaning
- Battery back-up
- Sump pump

The only A.O. Smith water heater dealer in Muncie.

Tomlinson Plumbing Inc.
765-288-7536
1801 W Jackson Street, Muncie

With appreciation to Meridian Health Services for being our community’s strongest advocate for children and families.
People who turned heads...

Jodie Pyle with Greg Pyle
Ashley Hannery with Ryan Hannery
Terry Whitt Bailey with John Bailey
Olivia Manor with Wes Manor
Wee Wisdom — Best Dressed Group

Proud sponsor of the Rialzo Best Dressed List
SHOOTING STARS WERE EVERYWHERE AT RIALZO VII, and assembling a Best-Dressed List was a difficult task!

But as we all put our heads together at Redhead Salon Boutique, a few stand-outs emerged from the stellar crowd.

Here are our picks for the Best-Dressed of Riazlo VII.

...and the judges for the evening...

BEAUTY AT ITS FINEST
Rialzo VII was described by many as the “best yet” in the survey of the more than 950 attendees.

Meridian’s charity gala not only garnered over $150,000 in donations for its addictions and scholarship programs, but it also featured a new partnership with the Courtyard by Marriott Hotel in downtown Muncie.

VIPs and guests flowed from Three Wise Men to the Courtyard lobby and through the corridors to the exquisitely decorated Horizon Convention Center while being entertained by talented and creative arts partner performers from Muncie Civic, the Muncie Symphony Orchestra and Cornerstone Center for the Arts.

Corporate partners kicked off the night with a take-off on the “Dreams” music video before the audience learned of the community’s need for enhanced addictions programs and quality healthcare talent. “Party on the Moon” delighted patrons with a 3-hour-plus continuous set of hits that kept the dance floor covered well past midnight.
CURRENT RIALZO EDITION  RIALZO VII COMMEMORATIVE

MUNCIE CIVIC THEATER

Rialzo VII 2016
Shooting for the Stars!
VALET ENVY

2016 TOYOTA AVALON

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
$29.95
Also includes: Oil Filter, 29 Point Inspection and a Free Car Wash.

UP TO 5 QUARTS OF OIL, NON SYNTHETIC ONLY

Spring Clean FULL AUTO DETAIL
$159
Exterior and Interior $179.00 Value
Passenger Cars Only ($10 Extra for Trucks & SUVs)

Exclusive Transportation Sponsor | Rialzo 2016

765-289-0201  •  3311 N. Nebo Rd in Muncie

TOYOTA & SCION OF Muncie
toyotaofmuncie.com

TOYOTA President's Award
7 Consecutive Years
2009-2015

Scan To Download OUR FREE APP
For more than a century, your neighbors at First Merchants have focused on delivering strength and service to our communities, making them better places to live, work and bank. From managing money day-to-day, saving for the future, borrowing responsibly, to protecting your worth and valuables, our experts can help you build a complete financial picture. Stop in to experience true community banking: local, one-on-one guidance for all your financial decisions.

**Mobile and Text Banking**
Stay on top of your accounts anytime by texting, using our iPhone app, or signing in to Online Banking using your phone’s Web browser.

**Lending Options**
From vehicle loans to mortgage and home equity options, our loans have competitive rates and terms. Ask us about our auto-pay discount!

**Business Banking**
The success of your business matters to our community. Look to us for banking solutions like business checking accounts, loans and lines of credit, merchant processing, employee benefits, and more.

**Wealth Management**
Delivering client-centered solutions.

Investment Management solutions provided by First Merchants Private Wealth Advisors may not be FDIC insured, are not deposits of First Merchants Bank and may lose value.